Providing
extra security
for installers of
wood flooring.

Hi-tech wood flooring.

Safe from the ground up.

Wood flooring + fidbox =
Hi-tech wood flooring

SECURITY INCLUSIVE!
The leading European producers of
wood flooring depend on fidbox®!

Safe from the ground up.

Safe from the ground up.
floor protector takes care of the
risks connected with damage
claims related to wood flooring.

Cupping of dry floors

No matter how carefully you did the job,
it is always possible that you will receive
complaints and, at worst, you may have to
pay for the damages.
This potential nightmare for every flooring
company can now be professionally
addressed with the fidbox from floor protector.

Warped planks due to humidity

Open joints

Buckling

Let’s look at the facts.
This innovative device gives
you the reliable proof you need
to handle questions of liability.

The fidbox is installed in the wood flooring and
measures temperature & humidity of the material.
Just route a section of the reverses side of a
plank and install the fidbox. The fidbox measures temperature and relative humidity from the
time it is installed. This way you have a historical
log starting from the time of preparation in your
warehouse.
The installation is simple and the fidbox is invisible to the naked eye.
It is taking a reading on the moisture and relative
humidity on the surface side and at the screed
level every 8 hours.
All you need to read the data is a notebook computer, the fidbox software and a floor protector
USB Stick Reader.
The data can be read out at any time.

Recommended by European Experts.
Wood installation companies and
hardwood flooring inspectors are
enthusiastic about the certainty it
provides.
A solid wood, oiled Versailles parquet in a city mansion: it was a beautiful
floor. And only three months later, we were confronted with inexplicable
signs of damage. Thanks to fidbox, we were able to identify all the causes
and quickly rectify them, which saved us a great deal of aggravation.
Hermann Müller: EHAM Joinery/Decoration

What I like about floor protector is that the management has many years
of experience with parquet flooring. They are not just every-day salesmen or
insurance reps. They are real professionals who understand the business.
Jürgen Kampp, Fenchel the interior furnisher. raum. boden. wand

For the first time, the fidbox gives reliable long-term data about the environmental conditions in the wooden floor and inside the construction, making it
possible to accurately trace the causes of flooring damage and problems.
Joachim Barth, Wood flooring craftsman, chief master of the Guild

Surface temperature, floor screed characteristics, creeping humidity,
room climate: simply incredible what can be accurately measured and
recorded with this small box.
Peter Fendl, Wood flooring craftsman, chief master of the Guild
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Safe from the ground up.

